
CONVENTIONS:
Why we need to teach them using student writing 

and mentor texts instead of daily edits.

What would the impact be on student writing if I based my teaching of grammar and conventions on the errors students made?
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Introductions: Brittani Budda Whary

Please tell us:
Name

School District
Subject
Grade
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Writer’s Notebooks:

Please take 5-7 minutes to jot down your initial 
thoughts on teaching grammar. Explain some of 
the ways in which you currently instruct (or 
have instructed), especially when it comes to 
mistakes in essays.
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What’s wrong with this picture?
Name_______________________________ Date______________ Class Period_______

Daily Oral Language (Week 26) 8th Grade

Directions:  Make all necessary corrections in the following sentences.

  1.  for many years on labor day we have drove to maple wisconsin the brule 

       river is near this town

  2.  yes i have frequently gave aunt rita clippings from the harrisburg star fay 

       said

  3.  our Choir hasnt never sang at st pauls lutheran church on the corner of 

       state st and carlton ave

  4.  the larger collection of indian relics is located in the southwest smaller 

       collections can be found elsewhere

  5.  for to weeks he has knowed that these here items are on sale sweaters 

       slacks and shoes

Out of 
context!

Re-instills the 
wrong way to do 

it!

Editing others’ 
work is not the 
same as editing 

your own!
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Grammar Survey/Writing 
Samples
Grammar/Conventions Pre-Survey

1. What are your initial thoughts and/or feelings when you hear the word “grammar?” 

2. How would you define the word “conventions?”

3. What are your previous experiences with learning grammar? Be as specific as possible (think back 
to earlier grade levels etc.)…

4. Do you think that grammar and conventions are important to your writing? Why or why not?

I hate it. Ugh...

No idea/maybe a toaster/somewhere where people meet up

Red Pen/Daily Edits/Being told I was wrong

Of course! It makes writing easier to read.
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Top Writing Errors:
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Would your parents let you get this haircut before...
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Conventions according to Graves
“Like sign posts, they help you, the reader, 

enter familiar ground so you can 
concentrate on the information without the 

distraction” (Graves,1994). 

“Of course, conventions help me, the 
writer, as well. When I use conventions, 
when I put commas and periods in their 
rightful places, I express a little more 

precisely what I mean” (Graves, 1994). 
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“Conventions are there to serve us; they 
are tools to help us and the readers who 
will read our text understand what we 

are trying to say” (Graves, 1994).
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Fragments: Verb!Subject!
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Write a sentence in your writer’s 
notebook. Any sentence will do!

Share it with a partner.

How do you know that what you wrote is a 
sentence? Think, pair and share!

“My uncle’s old truck.”
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Shave it down..
That was an incredible success, and still 
popular today!

I can’t sniff or smell anymore.

I don’t encourage lying all the time though.

All of his clothes were ripped off and he 
was bleeding all over.

A lot of people have success.

She looked up at Richard’s windows. 
(Anderson)
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AAAWWUBBIS

A fun and clever way to teach complex 
sentences!
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WHAT DO YOU NOTICE? 
If I had a million dollars, I’d be rich. –Barenaked Ladies 

 
If this were a movie, I’d probably have to kill off my father in the 
first scene. –Paul Acampora, Defining Dulcie (2006) 

 
As the candy cools, the pressurized gas is released and shatters 
the candy. 
-Steve Almond 

 
After reading twelve pages, she looked to the end to see how 
many more pages there were to go: more than two hundred.  
-E.L. Konigsburg, From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler (1967) 
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! A--------After 
! A--------Although 
! A--------As 
! W-------When 
! W-------While 
! U--------Until 
! B--------Before 
! B--------Because 
! I---------If 
! S--------Since 

RULE 

! If a sentence STARTS with 

AAAWWUBBIS, you need a 
comma!! TRY IT! 

! Create your own AAAWWUBBIS 
sentence!  
! Then find them in your narrative and 

fix ‘em! 

*My students spent some time creating other 
sentences that fit into the “AAAWWUBBIS” 

category. Concepts over tricks!

Always apply to student writing.
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RUN-ONS
What are they and How do I fix them?
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WAYS TO FIX IT:
Two simple sentences.

Place a semi-colon between the two related complete thoughts.

Add a conjunction AND a comma

Tylor is a sweet boy. He really loves animals.

It was a beautiful day; there was not a cloud in the sky.

Michael went to the movies, and Porter stayed home

Change the run-on to a complex sentence
I am having a bad day because you’re not paying attention.

(Turn this into an AAAWWUBBIS!)
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ALWAYS APPLY TO STUDENT WRITING

One night my mom and I went up to our neighbors house 
Debs because she had something to give to my mom and 
when we drove by Paul’s house the front door was wide open 
and I thought that was weird because he usually goes to bed 
like around 6 and it was like 7 so we go up to our neighbor 
get what we needed and left so when we were coming back 
down the road and the door was still wide open and I knew 
something was wrong. 
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Express Lane Edits
Express Lane EditsExpress Lane Edits

Items to “Check Out”

Dialogue:

AAAWWUBBIS:

Your personal item:

Receipt
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Sucker punch grading

“I enjoyed that during this writing process we had mini 
lessons and learned important essentials in writing a 
narrative. All of which happened while we were still 
writing and able to change our story.” 

Doug Reeves, in The Learning Leader (2006), calls end-of-
paper grading “sucker punch grading” because it resembles 
“the blow delivered to the unsuspecting boxer who does 
not see the devastating punch until it is too late to offer a 
defense” (Gallagher, 2006).

Let’s stop doing this to our students.
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Lesson Learned:

Just because grammar is taught in context, 
it doesn’t mean a student will truly have 
transference or that they will apply the skill 
“forever after” (Weaver, 1996). 
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Take 5-try it with an essay!
What it is: 

How I used it:

Student’s Reaction:

Pinterest-TPT: Use for 
revision and editing

Sentence Fluency

“This helped me the most!”

“I really liked it!”
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Style Resources
Sentence Fluency

Word Choice

Write like a writer
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Student Samples

Examine a student sample. How can you use the 
student writing to improve student writing within your 
own classroom? Jot down some ideas in your Writer’s 
Notebook. 
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